Food for Thought
(Continued from Page 4)
killed chicken, boiled in any sauce and spices, served cold and cut up into small pieces (bone and all), with hot rice.
Another dish worth sampling is Cha Tien Dou Poo Fish, "Cha" as a Buddhist would pronounce it, "Thua" with emphasis on the "u," "Duo" as in Don-Juan's average, " Foo" as in Foo Manshu, and "Fish" as in elephant. This is a specially-matched pork dish, with bean curds, served with rice. Price of these preparations are, respectively, $1.35 and $1.90—a pleasant surprise.
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Wednesday, March 2
1:30 p.m.-Social Community Service: MIT Choral Society, Rec. Hall, 645.
5:00 p.m.-MIT Concert Band Rehearsal, Rec. Hall, 645.
6:00 p.m.-MIT Choral Society, Student Center, Mezzanine Lounges.
8:00 p.m.-LSC Movie: Repulsion.
10:00 p.m.-Tech Catholic Club: Student Center, Mezzanine Lounges.
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with TRW Systems, who participate in 9 out of every 10 U.S. space launches and has built and operated more spacecraft than anyone.

TRW diversification and growth means unlimited career opportunities exist for BS/MS graduates desiring Computer-Oriented professional positions.
You are invited to discuss these opportunities in Los Angeles and Houston, with members of TRW Systems' Computing Center when they visit your campus
March 7th and 8th
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BS/MS degree candidates in Computer Science, Mathematics, Physics, Chemistry, and Engineering are invited to investigate careers at the Computation and Data Reduction Center (CDRC) of TRW Systems' new ultra-modern facilities in Redondo Beach, California (near Los Angeles International Airport) and in Houston, Texas. GROWTH has been the by-word of TRW Systems since its founding over a decade ago. Having established standards of TECHNICAL EXCELLENCE in aerospace and related fields, TRW now has new and important opportunities for graduates who are or want to become computer-oriented specialists.

At TRW Systems specialists in scientific programming are actively advancing the application of computer technology to underwater defense systems, Gemini and Apollo mission planning and analysis, advanced ballistic missile studies, advanced space probes, Mars studies and space communications systems. Our more than 250 programmers and scientists are utilizing their backgrounds in mathematics, engineering, physics, chemistry, and computer science both to resolve problems of the aerospace environment and to further advance the capability of computers and the computer sciences.

VitaLly involved in the nation's major space programs, TRW Systems provides its personnel in scientific and business programming with three IBM 7094 systems. Installation of an advanced GE 635 system is scheduled for 1966.

Please make arrangements with your Placement Office for interview appointment. Or, write College Relations, TRW Systems, One Space Park, Redondo Beach, California.
TRW is an equal opportunity employer, male and female.
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